ITEM | MATERIAL
--- | ---
MIXING VALVE BODY | STAINLESS STEEL
COMPONENTS | STAINLESS STEEL
BACKPLATE / RACK | STAINLESS STEEL
HOSE | YELLOW (190°F / 88°C)
NOZZLE | STAINLESS STEEL

LOCATION CONNECTION
STEAM IN CONNECTION | 3/4" NPT
WATER IN CONNECTION | 3/4" NPT
OUTLET | 3/4" NPT
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2033SS 3/4 NPT SS PREMIUM W/HOSE
RACK 50 FT YEL HOSE 50 FT
TRIGGERGUARD SS
C-055887
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DIMENSIONING
ENGLISH [mm]

FRACTIONAL: 1/64
ANGULAR: 2

DECIMAL XXXX IN. XXXX MM
XXX 4 .005 .010
XX 015 .10
X - 3

NAME | DATE | DRAWN | RESEARCH
--- | --- | --- | ---
CFG

MATERIAL | PGM
--- | ---
ARMSTRONG | D31731